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 Webinar Outline Template Webinar Outline Template

10 min before start

 Get people engaged with you and the chat box.  Ask questions, tell stories:

 Hi how are you,  where are you today, how's the weather...

Open (purpose, who this is for what you’ll get by the end)

Let's get started.  (Pause so you have a good edit point) Welcome! I'm glad
you're here! I'm Cindy and today you'll find out about 1,2, and 3 and at the
end you'll know how to...

I want to welcome my special guest/expert/friend...  hey how are you today?

OK, let's get right into it.  The other day you were tell me about problem A... 
tell me more about that..

Point 1 

Yes!  I was talking with (title/type of biz owner) the other day and she said
that (tell about problem and solution)

Point 2 

I just got a call about problem B and what the (title/type of biz owner)  told
me was that  (tell about problem and solution) 
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 Webinar Outline Template Webinar Outline Template

Point 3 

The other day when we were talking you told me that your customer
(title/type of biz owner) was facing problem 3 and... (share about problem
and solution)

 Q&A

Answer questions that are the top objections. Any outlier questions can be
addressed individually, offline. Have 3-5 questions ready to talk about just in
case you don't have a ton of engagement in the chat

Close - Talk about what they learned today, what they can do next to apply
this info and be successful with it.  CTA - ask them to chat in if they want a
demo, trial, or want to jump on a 10 min call.
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 Webinar Chat Master Template Webinar Chat Master Template

Chat master

If you can, get a coworker or friend to  handle all of the chat during the
webinar. Their job is to keep people engaged, provide helpful info, and
manage all of the Q&A. Here's the template we use: 

Webinar info

Client/Company Name:

Webinar Name:

Webinar Date(s):

Webinar Talent/Host(s):

Back channel method for talking w host during the webinar (Skype,
Whatsapp, text, other):

Webinar details just in case you need them

Registration link:

Webinar join link:

Other related info:

Contact person at the client/company we can call or contact during the
webinar if a problem comes up?

Any other details?
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Info to post in chat during the webinar

Helpful links; info on when to post those links (if any) (e.g. client website url,
calendar links, data sheet…)

Is there a bonus, PDF, or similar to post in chat during the webinar?

Contact info of host or other key people:

Is there a CTA to post in chat during the webinar?

Anything else?

Save the chat from the webinar here:
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 Webinar Rehearsal Checklist Webinar Rehearsal Checklist

If you are doing a rehearsal with the talent or your team, use this
checklist.

Before

10 min before you start, get attendees to engage with you in the chat box.
Where are you, can you hear me…. use the chat box and let me know...
Need to teach attendees to interact with you!

Open

Practice your open.  Really!  This is when they decide if they like you, if they
want to stay with you for the next 30-60 min. Tell them what they will get,
what they will learn, list out your points A, B, and C. (Wait to talk about
yourself until a bit later into the webinar.)

Pause and say "Let’s get started," pause again for an edit point in case you
are editing the recording later. 

Middle

Cover your points A, B, and C. Recap what they got/learned after each point.

Do you have helpful links to put in chat during the webinar?

QA

Put 2-3 questions together to have on hand, questions should be objections
you often hear

Do you have a staff member to handle QA, should they come on the webinar
and ask the questions or send the questions to you via text or other?  Or will
you manage it yourself?

It’s always fine to say that you’ll circle back with people off line for any
questions that you don’t want to address live.

Close

Let’s review your CTA. Is there a link or SMS for our CTA that can go into
chat?

Back channel communication during webinar (Skype, Text, WhatsApp?)

Tech Check and Logistics:

Test mic,  lights, internet (hardwired ethernet preferred)
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Want to finish up your outline together?Want to finish up your outline together?
Book a free Book a free 15 minute15 minute call here call here

Book a call here
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